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We are very pleased to announce that beginning June 1, 2013, Rabbi Hayyim
Angel will serve as National Scholar of the Institute for Jewish Ideas and Ideals. A
remarkable scholar and teacher, Rabbi Hayyim Angel will dramatically increase
the programming of our Institute by offering classes, serving as scholar in
residence in communities throughout North America, organizing public
conferences, conducting seminars for Judaica teachers…and more. Along with his
work for our Institute, he will be expanding his teaching at Yeshiva University.

This dramatic new development has been made possible through the generosity
of major supporters of our Institute who are also devoted admirers of Rabbi
Hayyim Angel’s outstanding qualities as teacher and lecturer. This is a
tremendous step forward in our Institute’s ongoing efforts to foster an
intellectually vibrant, compassionate and inclusive Orthodox Judaism.

The well-known author, Naomi Ragen, recently wrote an article in praise of our
Institute. “The truth is, something good is happening in Orthodoxy….The Institute
for Jewish Ideas and Ideals is one of the prime movers of the Orthodox
Spring….The Institute has been publishing an influential journal called
‘Conversations’ in which distinguished Orthodox rabbis and personalities express
a wide cross-section of eye-opening opinions…encouraging a new kind of
leadership.” Rabbi Hayyim Angel typifies this new kind of wise and creative
leadership.

As we enter this new stage in the life of our Institute, we invite your added
support and commitment.  Together, we can move forward to shape a better
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Jewish future.

SPECIAL BONUS:  Those who contribute $165 or more before June 20, 2013, will
receive a complimentary copy of Rabbi Hayyim Angel’s new book surveying the
Prophets and Writings of the Bible; Contributors of $1000 or more will also receive
a copy of Dr. Pinchas Polonsky’s new book of commentaries on the Arfilei Tohar of
Rabbi Abraham Isaac Kook; Contributors of $5000 or more will also receive an
additional special publication.

All contributors will receive the satisfaction of being the Institute’s partners in
promoting an intellectually vibrant, compassionate and inclusive Orthodox
Judaism.

 

Shalom uvrakha,

 

Rabbi Marc D. Angel


